Badminton Challenge

Complete the activity.

__1. __A game where two people play two people as teams
   A. Hairpin net shot  B. Doubles  C. Drive  D. Sling

__2. __A legal shot in which the shuttle hits the frame of the racket
   A. Clear  B. Drive  C. Wood shot  D. Kill

__3. __A fast shot hit straight down into the opponent's court so that it cannot be returned
   A. Sling  B. Kill  C. Feint  D. Clear

__4. __A violation of the rules
   A. Sling  B. Doubles  C. Flick  D. Fault

__5. __A piece of cork covered in goat skin with 16 goose feathers attached to one end
   A. Fault  B. Shuttlecock  C. Wood shot  D. Hairpin net shot

__6. __Any deceptive movement that disconcerts an opponent before or during the serve; a "baulk"
   A. Feint  B. Kill  C. Hairpin net shot  D. Flick

__7. __An illegal stroke in which the shuttle is not hit, but caught and held on the racket before being released
   A. Doubles  B. Sling  C. Feint  D. Fault

__8. __A fast and low shot that makes a horizontal flight over the net
   A. Hairpin net shot  B. Feint  C. Drive  D. Clear

__9. __A quick wrist-and-forearm rotation used to surprise an opponent by changing an apparently soft shot into a faster passing shot
   A. Flick  B. Sling  C. Fault  D. Drive

__10. __A shot made from below and very close to the net and causing the shuttle to rise, just clear the net, then drop sharply down the other side
    A. Hairpin net shot  B. Doubles  C. Drive  D. Clear

__11. __A shot hit deep into the opponent's court
    A. Clear  B. Flick  C. Sling  D. Fault